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ABSTRACT
Data processing systems often leverage vector instructions to achieve
higher performance. When applying vector instructions, an often
overlooked data structure is the hash table, even though it is funda-
mental in data processing systems for operations such as indexing,
aggregating, and joining. In this paper, we characterize and evaluate
three fundamental vectorized hashing schemes, vectorized linear
probing (VLP), vectorized fingerprinting (VFP), and bucket-based
comparison (BBC). We implement these hashing schemes on the
x86, ARM, and Power CPU architectures, as modern database sys-
tems must provide efficient implementations for multiple platforms
due to the continuously increasing hardware heterogeneity. We
present various implementation variants and platform-specific op-
timizations, which we evaluate for integer keys, string keys, large
payloads, skewed distributions, and multiple threads. Our extensive
evaluation and comparison to three scalar hashing schemes on four
servers shows that BBC outperforms scalar linear probing by a fac-
tor of more than 2x, while also scaling well to high load factors. We
find that vectorized hashing schemes come with caveats that need
to be considered, such as the increased engineering overhead, dif-
ferences between CPUs, and differences between vector ISAs, such
as AVX and AVX-512, which impact performance. We conclude
with key findings for vectorized hashing scheme implementations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The heterogeneity of computing systems is steadily increasing.
While Intel and AMD x86 CPUs have been dominating the market
in the last decades, ARM-based CPUs are gaining traction and are
expected to reach 22% in cloud deployments by 2025 [78]. Many
companies, e.g., Nvidia, Amazon, or Ampere, are building custom
ARM chips [2, 56, 79], and due to Apple M-series processors [3],
ARM already has 7% market share in the customer segment [70].
Furthermore, IBM is continuously improving the Power architec-
ture and released Power10 in 2021 [67].
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Figure 1: Lookup performance of best scalar (RH) and vec-
torized (BBC) hashing schemes for load factor 90%.

Computer scientists have built many systems to process the gi-
gantic volume of data produced steadily [53]. These systems are in-
creasingly designed with a focus on hardware efficiency [14, 30, 77,
83]. They leverage modern hardware capabilities, such as modern
storage tiering [43, 58], target-specific code generation [29, 58, 59],
or CPU-GPU co-processing [19] to achieve maximum performance.

A fundamental data structure used in data processing systems,
whose efficient implementation and performance depends on the
hardware platform, is the hash table. Hash tables are used in many
different operations, including indexing, aggregating, and joining.
In this paper, we focus on fixed-size hash tables, as their perfor-
mance is critical in, e.g., equi-joins [42]. The majority of previous
work on the join operator has focused on partitioning strategies
for parallelization [7–10, 16, 37, 42, 52]. However, hash table imple-
mentations have only received limited attention [66]. In particular,
unlike parallelization, the design and implementation strategies for
hash tables have not been characterized in the context of modern
CPU hardware. While some prior work discusses ideas on vector-
izing hash tables [13, 63, 65, 66], to the best of our knowledge, we
are the first to implement, compare, and benchmark a wide variety
of approaches and provide empirical insights to guide the design of
vectorized hash tables on modern CPUs. For example, some works
compare the hash table keys using vector instructions [63, 66],
while other works introduce fingerprints, i.e., short hashes of keys,
to compare more items at once [13], but these approaches have
never been compared in a coherent setup.

In this paper, we provide insights into vectorization for hash
table designs and how the underlying hardware influences the per-
formance. We investigate whether insights we obtain on x86 CPUs
also hold on ARM or Power CPUs, how to design vectorized hash-
ing schemes depending on the vector instruction set architectures,
and what impact the vector register size has on performance. In Fig-
ure 1, we show that our best performing vectorized implementation
(Bucket-Based Comparison) outperforms the best scalar hashing
scheme (Robin Hood) by 1.4x to 3x (2.1x on average) for high load
factors. In this paper, we perform a detailed step-by-step analysis
from scalar to fully vectorized hashing schemes, showing which
vectorization design choices impact performance on three common
CPU architectures. Overall, our contributions are as follows.
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• We systematically characterize and discuss three approaches
to vectorized hashing from previous work that build on each
other increasingly adjusted to vectorization: vectorized linear
probing (VLP), vectorized fingerprinting (VFP), and bucket-based
comparison (BBC).

• We implement these hashing schemes using six different vector
instruction set architectures (ISAs) on x86 (SSE, AVX2, AVX-
512), ARM (NEON and ARM), and Power (VSX). We discuss
implementation variants and platform-specific optimizations.

• We conduct an extensive evaluation of insert and lookup perfor-
mance of scalar and vectorized hashing schemes on four servers.
We derive well-performing algorithmic variations for the hashing
schemes, discuss the impact of vector register size, and compare
our results across the systems.
We find that all platforms benefit from using vectorized hashing

schemes, but the relative performance speedups differ between plat-
forms. The naive vectorization of linear probing, does not perform
well, showing that vectorization requires careful consideration.

2 BACKGROUND
In this section, we present background on in-memory hash tables
(Section 2.1) and CPU architectures (Section 2.2).

2.1 Hash Tables
Hash tables are fundamental data structures that allow users to store
key-value pairs (𝑘, 𝑣) and retrieve the value 𝑣 for a key 𝑘 in constant
lookup time O(1). In-memory hash tables use a hash function ℎ that
maps a key𝑘 to an index or slot within an allocated block of memory.
In case of conflicts (collisions), the hashing scheme determines how
the the conflict is resolved. If the hash table can store 𝑛 elements in
its memory block, and 𝑥 elements are currently inserted, we refer
to 𝑙 = 𝑥/𝑛 as the load factor of the hash table. We call 𝑛 the capacity
and 𝑥 the size of the hash table. Despite the asymptotic constant
lookup and insertion time, the real-world run time of the hash
tables operations depends on the number of collisions. A simple
way to reduce the number of collisions is increasing the size of the
allocated memory block, thereby decreasing the load factor 𝑙 . This
leads to fewer collisions and shorter conflict resolution probes.

2.1.1 Hash Functions. The hash function has a significant impact
on the performance of a hash table. It has to balance computational
cost and good hash randomization. To determine the slot for a key,
the hash function must perform two steps [39]. In the first step, it
maps the arbitrary key to a hash value 𝑥 ∈ 2𝑛 . In the second step,
it applies a finalizer, which maps 𝑥 to the range of the underlying
memory block, which is < 2𝑛 . To efficiently finalize a hash value
without an expensive modulo operation, hash tables are commonly
sized as a power of two. This allows us to determine the 𝑛 bits for
the slot via the cheap bitmask x & size-1.

2.1.2 Scalar Hashing Schemes. The hashing scheme describes how
the table deals with hash collisions, i.e., when two keys get mapped
to the same slot. We differentiate between chaining, i.e., all items
that map to the same slot are stored in a linked list, and open
addressing approaches, which iterate through the hash table until
the next free slot is found. For a key 𝑘 and hash function ℎ, we set
𝑖 = ℎ(𝑘) as the index or slot within the table that the key is assigned

to. The displacement describes the number of steps needed to find
the slot holding the key. In the 𝑗-th probe iteration, we denote
the current probe index as 𝑖 𝑗 , i.e., 𝑖0 = 𝑖 . Further schemes include
Hopscotch hashing [32] and Cuckoo hashing [62].

Linear Probing. Given a key 𝑘 and a hash function ℎ, linear
probing (LP) [38] determines the slot 𝑖 = ℎ(𝑘). For inserts, if the slot
𝑖 is already occupied, we advance in the hash table, i.e., 𝑖 𝑗+1 = 𝑖 𝑗 + 1,
and check the next slot. We probe in a circular fashion, such that
if we reach the end of the hash table, we set 𝑖 = 0. We probe until
we find the first free slot. Lookups follow a similar algorithm, but
instead of checking whether a slot is free, we check whether the
key in the current slot 𝑖 equals the key 𝑘 we are searching for.

Linear probing is commonly used because of its simplicity. It
allows for good cache locality and can be pipelined well by the CPU
due to its concise implementation. However, for higher load factors,
when many slots are full, we encounter long probing sequences.

Robin Hood. Robin hood (RH) hashing organizes the hash table
such that probing chains stay small [23]. During inserts, we probe
as in linear probing, but whenever the displacement of an element
is larger than the displacement we are currently inserting, we swap
the elements and continue. This avoids that the displacement of
the elements to insert continues to increase, and instead allows
the smaller displacement of the swapped elements to grow. RH
uses the fact that any key in the probing sequence just needs to be
somewhere along the sequence, not at its specific location assigned
by LP. The lookup algorithm is analogous to LP.

Chained Hashing. Chained hash tables consist of a directory
and buffer. The directory stores pointers, the buffer stores keys,
values, and a next pointer. For inserts, we add the key-value pair
to the buffer and set the pointer in the corresponding directory
slot, while updating the new next pointer to the old location, i.e.,
chaining the entries. For lookups, we obtain the directory index
and follow the pointers until we find the key or an invalid pointer.

2.2 SIMD Programming and CPU Architectures
In the following, we discuss CPU architectures used in this work.

x86-64. The x86 instruction set architecture (ISA) is the most
prominent architecture for consumer platforms and off-the-shelf
servers [36]. We differentiate between three major revisions of the
x86 SIMD ISA, SSE4, AVX2, and AVX-512. SSE provides 16 128-bit
vector registers and AVX2 has 16 256-bit vector registers. As x86
aims to be backward compatible, the lower 128 bits of the 256-bit
registers can be used as SSE registers, such that programs that use
SSE instructions still function on AVX2 CPUs without adaptation.
AVX-512 is the latest major SIMD extension. It features 32 512-bit
vector registers, from which the first 16 are backward compatible
with AVX2 and SSE. AVX-512 introduces opmask registers. The
opmask registers allow to control which elements take part in the
next instruction. The AVX-512 VL Extension allows users to operate
on 128-bit and 256-bit vector registers with support for opmasks.

For 128-bit registers (SSE), the data needs to be aligned to a
multiple of 16 Byte; for 256-bit registers (AVX2), to a multiple of
32 Byte; and for 512-bit registers (AVX-512), to a multiple of 64
Byte [35]. x86 also supports explicit unaligned loads and stores.

ARM. The ARM architecture is designed and developed by ARM
Limited. The ARM ISA can be licensed to develop CPUs. The most



recent ISA version is ARMv9. ARM is the market leader for mobile
devices [27] and powers the second fastest supercomputer [76].

Since ARMv8-A, the SIMD extension NEON is standard for all
ARMCPUs. NEON features 16 128-bit vector registers. In 2016, ARM
presented a new SIMD extension called Scalable Vector Extension
(SVE) [74]. SVE features a novel vector-length agnostic programming
model, meaning that the developer compiles applications once that
then can be run on CPUs with vector register sizes up to 2048-
bit [75]. SVE comes with 32 vector registers. The programmer and
compiler do not have access to the register size at compile time,
which reduces optimization potential. Similar to AVX-512, SVE
implements predicate registers, allowing to select individual bytes of
an SVE register (masking). As of 2022, SVE has been implemented
by the Fujitsu A64FX CPU and the ARM Neoverse N2 and V1 CPUs.
All chips implementing SVE are backward compatible with NEON.
ARMv9 includes SVE2 as an addition to SVE [25, 68]. While SVE
was built for HPC and machine learning applications, SVE2 is a
functional general-purpose SIMD extension. ARM Limited expects
NEON to be deprecated when ARMv9 becomes mainstream [6].

The ARM NEON and SVE specifications does not enforce any
alignment on load and store operations. Processors implementing
NEON often give hints in their handbooks on how to align the data
for optimal performance [5], while SVE load and store operations
should generally be 16-byte aligned [4] for best performance.

Power. The Power architecture is a RISC architecture designed
and developed by IBM and the OpenPower Foundation. The ISA
was made publicly available in 2019 and completely license-free
in 2020 [17, 18]. The most recent Power CPU is the Power10 CPU,
which was released in 2021 [67]. Power CPUs focus more on scale-
up instead of scale-out [72], i.e., maximizing performance of indi-
vidual compute nodes. With the integration of both on-chip accel-
erators, such as matrix-math assist engines, and of cache-coherent
FPGAs using OpenCAPI, Power is an interesting alternative for
data processing. Power currently implements the Vector Scalar
Extensions (VSX) in version VSX-3. It supports 64 128-bit vector
registers. There are no masking registers. On current Power CPUs,
data should be 16 byte aligned for better performance [33]. Since
POWER7, unaligned loads are supported as well.

3 HASHING SCHEME DESIGN
In this section, we describe implementation details of scalar hashing
schemes (Section 3.1), and discuss the vectorized hashing schemes
(Section 3.2). We follow the assumptions made for equi-joins in
some data processing systems, i.e., the hash table size is fixed andwe
do not need to rehash [10, 42]. We briefly discuss how to implement
the schemes for different architectures (Section 3.3). All details of
our C++ implementation can be found in our GitHub repository.

3.1 Scalar Hashing Schemes
In this subsection, we discuss different memory layouts and imple-
mentation details for scalar hashing schemes. We evaluated manual
loop unrolling and prefetching during a probe sequence, but did
not find any performance improvements.

3.1.1 Memory Layout. For each hash table slot, both linear probing
and robin hood store a key, a value, and the validity information,
i.e., a field indicating whether a slot holds valid data. In previous

Figure 2: Memory layout of AoS and SoA. n entries with 1-
Byte validity metadata (m) and 8/8-Byte key (k)/value (v).

work, this is often represented as a zero key. However, this hinders
applicability of these approaches, because in real-world systems,
we cannot pre-define certain keys as invalid if we do not control
the user input key space. For linear probing and robin hood, we can
either use an array-of-structs (AoS) or struct-of-arrays (SoA) layout.
In an AoS layout, the hash table holds a single array of keys, values,
and the validity information. The validity information requires a
single bit, but due to struct padding, the memory usage of the hash
table increases significantly. We disable struct padding using the
compiler packed attribute, as it requires less memory and performs
better or similar in our experiments. In an SoA layout, the hash table
holds one array per field of an entry to avoid loading unnecessary
data while probing, i.e., all keys are in a separate array, all values in
a separate array, and all validity flags in a separate array. As an opti-
mization, we store the key and validity information in a single array,
as they are always needed together, avoiding two random memory
accesses per probe. AoS and optimized SoA are depicted in Figure 2.
We use huge pages, as our experiments show that they outperform
regular pages due to reduced TLB misses [46, 61]. Note that when
memory is unconstrained, the load factor can be arbitrarily chosen,
such that LP becomes the optimal hashing scheme. Hence, we want
to maximize performance while minimizing memory usage.

3.1.2 Robin Hood Details. During a lookup probe, RH aborts early
if our current displacement becomes larger than the displacement
of the current probe index (Section 2.1.2). This can be done either by
(1) storing displacement information (StoringRH ) or by (2) recalcu-
lating the displacement information (RecalcRH ). We investigate the
recalculating version since the memory overhead of storing is high.
In the worst case, the displacement can be as large as the capacity
of the hash table, meaning that a 64-bit integer is required to store
and use it correctly. We use a branchless displacement recalculation
that considers potential wrap-arounds during probing.

3.1.3 Chained Details. For chained hashing, given a memory bud-
get, we have to determine how to size the directory and the buffer.
Given the hash table size 2𝑛 , we calculate the budget as 110% of
the memory required for a linear probing table of the same size,
as in previous work [66]. We first determine how much memory
the buffer requires, i.e., how much memory is required to store the
entries that will be inserted. Then, we find the largest 𝑛′ such that
the directory with 2𝑛

′
entries, together with the buffer, still fits

within in the budget, i.e., 𝑛′ can be larger, smaller, or equal to 𝑛.

3.2 Vectorized Hashing Schemes
We identify three vectorized hashing schemes, vectorized linear
probing (Section 3.2.1), vectorized fingerprinting (Section 3.2.2), and
bucket-based comparison (Section 3.2.3) that have been described



in previous work. They naturally extend and build upon each other,
increasingly adjusted to vectorization. While vectorization of other
hashing schemes such as Cuckoo and Hopscotch hashing has been
considered [31, 71], these works show that the benefit of vectoriza-
tion is low and they fall into a separate family of hashing schemes.
Previous work and open-source implementations often follow one
of the schemes discussed in the following.

3.2.1 Vectorized Linear Probing. The vectorized linear probing (VLP)
hashing scheme [66] is a vectorization of the scalar linear probing
hashing scheme. It only works for integer keys and requires an SoA
memory layout with three arrays for keys, values, and the validity
bits. We first determine the key’s slot. Then, we load as many keys
as can fit into a vector register and compare all of them at once
to the key we are searching for. If the key is among the keys we
compared, we obtain the index and return. Otherwise, we load the
validity information into a vector register and check whether we
have reached an invalid entry. If we have reached one, we terminate
the search. Otherwise, we continue with the next set of keys. To
terminate, we have to check the validity in each probe.

The first loads of keys and validity information might be un-
aligned because the first index is not guaranteed to lie at an aligned
address. However, when iterating forward, we can make sure that
we only perform aligned loads, by taking a smaller step in the first
iteration to the next aligned address.

We propose two variants of VLP that differ in how they perform
the comparison. In the first variant (TEST ), we first test if there
is any match for the key we are searching for, and only if there
was a match, we extract the first matching index using further
instructions. In the second variant (NOTEST ), we skip the check
whether there is any match, and just extract the first matching
index, which might be an invalid index in case there was no match.

3.2.2 Vectorized Fingerprinting. VLP is a direct vectorized exten-
sion of linear probing but it comes with several drawbacks. It works
only on integer keys, it has a low degree of parallelism, which
depends on the key size, and it requires access to three arrays. To
address these issues, previous work uses bucket-based comparison
(BBC) as described in Section 3.2.3. As the introduction of BBC
changes multiple dimensions of the hashing scheme at once, i.e.,
memory layout, fingerprinting, and key grouping, we present vec-
torized fingerprinting (VFP) as an intermediate step to isolate the
reasons for potential performance gains. Instead of loading and
comparing the keys directly in vector registers, we operate on fin-
gerprints, i.e., 8- or 16-bits key hashes, and only perform conflict
resolution in case of a match. VFP requires the SoA layout only for
fingerprints and can use AoS for higher cache locality on the other
fields (c.f. Figure 2). Fingerprints allow us to i) work independently
of the key data type, as everything is either an 8-bit or 16-bit inte-
ger fingerprint, ii) compare more information at once because the
fingerprints are smaller than 32-bit or 64-bit keys, iii) remove the
extra validity information array by defining a certain fingerprint
as invalid1, e.g., 0, and, iv) store keys and values in the same array.

The algorithm itself works similar to VLP, but uses fingerprints
instead. We maintain one array of fingerprints and another array

1This was not possible previously as the key range is user-defined, while the fingerprint
range is application-defined.

Figure 3: Memory layout of Bucket-Based Comparison. 16
entries with 1-Byte fingerprints and 16-Byte key/value pairs.

of key-value pairs. To find a key, we first compute the fingerprint 𝑓
and the index into the table. We load the fingerprints starting at the
index and compare them against 𝑓 . For each match, we compare
the actual keys. If we find a key match, we return. Otherwise, we
continue with the next fingerprints until we find a match or an
invalid slot. The first load might be unaligned.

We evaluate both 8-bit and 16-bit fingerprints. 8-bit fingerprints
allow for 256 unique values, and 16-bit fingerprints allow for 65 536
unique values. This lowers the chance of collisions exponentially.
However, we can compare twice as many fingerprints in the same
vector register when using 8-bit instead of 16-bit, and use half ad-
ditional memory. We use either the most significant bits (MSB) or
least significant bits (LSB) as the fingerprint. We do not investigate
larger fingerprints since the benefits diminish. The memory foot-
print of fingerprints is small, compared to, e.g., StoringRH, since
we only require 1-2 additional bytes per slot, leading to an increase
by ~6% for 8-bit fingerprints with 8-byte keys/values. For larger
payloads, this expansion factor is even smaller.

3.2.3 Bucket-Based Comparison. The previous hashing schemes
assume a large, contiguous block of memory through which we
iterate. Bucket-based comparison (BBC) represents the hash table
as an array of buckets [21, 28, 48]. As shown in Figure 3, a bucket
holds fingerprints, metadata, and key-value pairs. BBC has three
main advantages over VFP. First, we avoid the additional latency
to obtain the key-value-pair, as the fingerprints and data are co-
located. Second, we store a flag that indicates whether a bucket has
overflowed, which offers opportunity for early termination. Third,
BBC separates the interfaces of the hash table and buckets, making
the implementation simpler and concise.

We maintain an array of as many buckets as we need to hold the
requested amount of key-value-pairs (capacity). A bucket stores the
next free index, a boolean flag whether the bucket has overflowed,
i.e., we tried to insert a key into the bucket, but the bucket was
already full, an array of fingerprints, and an array of key-value-
pairs. The operations on BBC are nearly identical to VFP. Based on
the key, its fingerprint and bucket index, we check if the bucket
contains the key by comparing the fingerprints and then the keys
when we find a match. If the bucket has overflowed, we continue
with the next bucket. The two main differences compared to VFP
are that the fingerprints are always aligned in a bucket, and that we
can terminate the lookup if a bucket has not overflowed compared
to scanning for validity information. We define the buckets to hold
as many fingerprints as fit the SIMD register. On platforms such as
x86 where we have SIMD registers of different sizes, it is unclear
whether we should always use the largest register available or not.
We evaluate all possible vector register/fingerprint combinations.
3.3 Building a SIMD Abstraction Layer
The hashing schemes perform common operations that need to be
implemented on multiple ISAs. Existing libraries, e.g., xSIMD [82]



Table 1: Num. of cores, base/turbo frequencies, cache, cache line, and maximum vector register sizes for our systems.

System CPU # Cores # Threads Freq. (GHz) L1 L2 L3 CL Size max. VR
Fujitsu RX2530 Xeon 5220S 18 36 2.7/3.9 576 KiB 18 MiB 24.75 MiB 64 B 512-bit
HPE XL225n EPYC 7742 64 128 2.3/3.4 2 MiB 32 MiB 256 MiB 64 B 256-bit
HPE Apollo 80 A64FX 48+4 48 1.8/1.8 3 MiB 32 MiB - 256 B 512-bit
IBM IC922 POWER9 16 32-128 3.4/4 512 KiB 8 MiB 120 MiB 128 B 128-bit

or TVL [80], abstract from ISAs. However, we use a custom abstrac-
tion because these libraries do not provide the required level of
abstraction, e.g., logical operations, such as extracting a matching
index. Determining a common abstraction is a trade-off, as higher
abstractions are easier to maintain, but lower abstractions allow
for more optimization to the hardware. Our evaluation shows that
these different abstractions have an impact on performance.

For example, in VLP, we are interested in extracting the first
match of the key in the register. For this, we compare two vectors
and get a result where each entry represents whether there has been
a match or not. In x86, we then create a movemask, i.e., an integer
representation of this vector, on which we use scalar operations to
determine the index. Compared to SSE/AVX2, AVX-512 does not
require an explicit movemask instruction.

OnNEON, there is nomovemask instruction.We test two alterna-
tives to extract the first match. Alternative 1 is using an emulation
of the SSE movemask instruction by the SSE2NEON library [73].
Alternative 2 is the UMINV approach based on the UMINV instruc-
tion, which returns the minimum value in a vector. We use the
comparison result as the input to a bitwise select operation on an
index vector containing indices and an invalid vector containing a
number representing an invalid entry. If we then extract the mini-
mum from the resulting vector, we obtain the first index within the
vector where there has been a match. On VSX, there is an intrinsic
that implements this entire operation. This shows that identifying
logical operators for the abstraction layer is important.

In VFP and BBC, we iterate over all matches. In the evaluation,
on Power and NEON, we compare implementing a scalar iterator
based on a (simulated) movemask to a vectorized iterator, which
operates on a register instead.

4 EVALUATION
In this section, we perform experiments to analyze the read and
write performance of the hash tables in various settings. We dis-
cuss the scalar hash tables in Section 4.2 and the vectorized hash-
ing schemes that are increasingly adjusted to vectorization in Sec-
tions 4.3 to 4.5. Our stepwise vectorization evaluation shows which
changes yield how much benefit, providing insights into which as-
pects developers should focus on when designing vectorized hash
tables. We focus on key implementation choices to guide develop-
ers when implementing vectorized hash tables. Once all schemes
are established, we evaluate various setups to cover a wide range
of hash table performance. We compare string and integer keys
(Section 4.6), discuss large payloads (Section 4.7), and show the
impact of skewed requests (Section 4.8). Last, we evaluate multiple
threads (Section 4.9). We use the four servers shown in Table 1.

x86. We use two x86 systems, Intel and AMD. Our Intel x86
server contains two 18-core Intel Xeon Gold 5220S Cascade Lake
CPUs that support AVX-512. Our AMD x86 server contains two 64
core AMD EPYC 7742 Zen2 CPUs that support AVX2.

ARM. Our ARM node contains one Fujitsu A64FX CPU [54, 60].
The A64FX has 48 compute cores and 4 assistant cores at 1.8 GHz. It
supports SVE with a maximum register length of 512-bit.

Power.We run our Power experiments on an IBM Power System
IC922. The IC922 system is optimized for high-performance data
analytics and comes with two POWER9 16-core CPUs [34].

4.1 Setup
For the read throughput benchmarks, we fill up the hash table up
to a certain load factor (LF) 𝑙 ∈ [25%, 50%, 70%, 90%] with keys
and values generated uniformly at random. Then, we generate a
set of keys (queries) uniformly at random, some of which are in the
hash table and some of which are not. We are interested in the read
throughput of the hash table, i.e., the number of lookups per second,
for this set of keys. The fraction of keys we query that have been
inserted into the table is called successful query rate (SQR). Except
for Section 4.9, all experiments are run single-threadedly. Unless
stated otherwise, we choose our hash tables to hold 227 keys and
use 64 bit integers as keys and values as representatives of common
primitive data types. Below, we show the different tables’ memory
consumption for 16-Byte key-value pairs.

LP RecalcRH VLP VFP (8/16-bit FPs) BBC (8/16-bit FPs)
2.13 GiB 2.13GiB 3GiB 2.13/2.23GiB 2.25/2.5 GiB

In our evaluation, we focus on high load factors, as those balance
memory consumption and performance. Given enough memory,
most hashing schemes converge towards perfect hashing, removing
the necessity for collision handling, i.e., most lookups are answered
directly from the first slot. In this case, simple schemes such as
linear probing or chaining perform best due to simpler lookup code.
However, this comes at a high memory cost, which most systems
try to avoid. In the design of hash tables, it is important to achieve
high performance while also consuming little memory.

For the write microbenchmarks, we start with an empty hash
table with a capacity of 227 keys. For the load factors 𝑙 ∈ [25%,
50 %, 70 %, 90 %], we insert 𝑙 · 227 keys and measure the number of
insert operations per second.We use 64-bit multiply-shift (MS) hash-
ing [24], as it was shown to have highest throughput [66]. We also
tested MurmurHash3 and xxHash on both uniform and dense key
distributions, but they did not bring performance improvements.
MS is a simple hash function that consists of a multiplication with a
constant and bit shifting. It does not require a finalizer, as the shift
operation already maps the value into the correct range. We fol-
low the SMHasher implementation [81]. We perform one warmup
measurement and report the average of three measurements. We
prefault each hash table before we benchmark, i.e., we write data
to each index to avoid measuring the initial page fault overhead.
The Intel and AMD x86 nodes run Ubuntu 20.04 LTS with Linux
kernel 5.4. The Power and the A64FX systems run RHEL 8.3 with
Linux kernel 4.18. We use gcc 11.2 with the -O3 and native flags.
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Figure 4: Performance of linear probing (LP) with AoS and
SoA layouts, robin hood (RecalcRH ), and chained hashing.

4.2 Scalar Baseline
In our first experiment, we establish the performance of scalar hash-
ing schemes. Based on these results, we determine linear probing
as our baseline for further evaluation. In Figure 4, we show the
linear probing hash table with an AoS layout, with an SoA layout,
the robin hood hash table, and the chained hash table.

SoA vs AoS. The SoAmemory layout is the layout we use for the
vectorized hashing schemes and requires one additional random
memory access when packing validity information and key, but has
higher information density during probing. In general, as discussed
by Richter et al. [66], the shorter the probe sequence, the better the
AoS layout performs. Longer probe sequences favor the SoA layout
because the longer the sequence, the more unnecessary values we
load in the AoS layout. For Intel, AMD, ARM, and Power, SoA has
1.05x, 1.29x, 1.11x, and 1.05x higher throughput than AoS.

We see that SoA performs good in low SQR/low LF scenarios
as well. At LF 25% and SQR 0%, the SoA version has 1.19x the
performance of AoS across all systems. At 100% SQR, however,
AoS has a 1.17x higher throughput. The reason for this is not only
the shorter probing sequence itself. We have to consider that for
unsuccessful queries in an SoA layout, we avoid the additional
random DRAM access. For example, for SQR 0%, we have the
same number of random DRAM accesses in SoA and AoS, but a
tighter loop and fewer unnecessary values loaded. To show this,
we measure the number of probes per lookup operation. At SQR
0%, we measure 1.39 probes per lookup. At SQR 100 %, we measure
1.17 probes per lookup. This only makes a difference of 0.22 probes.
For LF 50 % and SQR 25%, AoS is superior to SoA, and we measure
2.25 probes per lookup. These are more probes than at LF 25 % and
SQR 0%, where SoA is superior. This shows that the probing length
itself is not the reason why SoA is superior to AoS for small SQRs.

However, the performance gains in SoA-favorable settings are
smaller than the performance penalties when using SoA in AoS-
favorable settings. Hence, in general purpose applications where
the SQR is not known before, the AoS memory layout is preferable.

Robin Hood. For the recalculating robin hood hashing, the
memory layout is the same as for linear probing. We find that it per-
forms better than LP for high LF scenarios due to the shorter probe
sequences. For short probe sequences (LF ≤ 50 %), the overhead of
the additional checks leads to worse performance than LP.

Chained. The chained hash table has a memory budget for the
directory and the buffer (c.f. Section 2.1). For LF 90%, we exceed
the memory budget. For LF 70 %, the performance degrades as the
directory resizes to 223, leading to more collisions and pointer chas-
ing. Hence, the chained table can only be used with a comparable
memory footprint for LFs 25 % and 50%. For LF 50 % and SQR 0%,
it has a 1.47x/1.35x/1.01x/1.14x higher throughput than AoS LP
on Intel x86, AMD x86, A64FX, and Power. At SQR 100%, LP per-
forms better than chaining. For inserts, chaining is consistently
outperformed by all other scalar hashing schemes.

4.3 Vectorized Linear Probing
Based on our scalar results, we show the performance of vectorized
linear probing (VLP) as the naive vectorized extension of LP, as
proposed in previous work [66]. Our results show that this direct
change does not yield good performance, which is why show im-
provements of VLP using fingerprints (Section 4.4) and buckets
(Section 4.5). Overall conclusions about the benefits of vectoriza-
tion should be drawn only after the improvements. VLP operates
on three arrays (keys, values, and validity information), and the
validity information is not packed into one byte but instead stored
in the key’s type to match the key layout.

4.3.1 Implementation Choices. We first investigate implementa-
tion choices to provide hands-on insights into the impact of possible
implementation variants, which can be directly applied by develop-
ers. The TEST variant of VLP checks if there is any match in the
key vector before extracting the first match. The NOTEST variant
always extracts the first match, which might be invalid. For all load
factors, the NOTEST performance is worse than the TEST perfor-
mance and drops even further for lower SQR. For example, for LF
50 % and SQR 0%, the TEST variant has a 1.11x higher throughput
averaged across all servers. Lower SQRs imply a lower probability
for a match within a single key vector. Hence, testing for any match
in the vector improves performance if extracting the match costs
more than the check. As the NOTEST throughput is lower than
or equal to the TEST throughput, the check has no measurable
overhead. We always use the TEST variant in the following.

x86: AVX-512. On x86, we can address the 128-bit/256-bit regis-
ters either using SSE/AVX2 or using AVX-512.We find that AVX-512
performs slightly better, e.g., 1.02x higher read throughput com-
pared to SSE on LF 70 %. Hence, we use AVX-512 on Intel. The AMD
x86 system does not support AVX-512.

ARM: NEON and SVE. We can vary the NEON and SVE im-
plementations. For NEON, we describe the SSE2NEON and the
UMINV variant (Section 3.3). We find that UMINV provides a 1.06x
higher average read throughput. For VLP, it provides better perfor-
mance than porting the x86 approach, which shows that tuning the
implementation to the CPU can increase performance. For SVE, we
can perform the vector comparison against a scalar, or we broad-
cast the scalar into a vector and compare two vectors. We find no
performance difference.
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Figure 5: Performance of VLP, depending on the vector regis-
ter size in bit.

4.3.2 Impact of Register Size. As a main design decision, we evalu-
ate the impact of the vector register size to assist with the choice
when implementing a vectorized scheme. For Intel, AMD, and
ARM, the results are shown in Figure 5. For Power, VLP is always
outperformed by LP. Using 128-bit registers, VLP does not outper-
form SoA LP due to the overhead of the SIMD probing algorithm
and additional memory access for the validity information for both
inserts and lookups. VLP performs explicit loads, check for matches,
and extracts the match indices. We furthermore require additional
logic to handle memory boundaries and alignment. The low degree
of parallelism does not compensate for the overhead.

x86. For LF 25 %, the baseline consistently provides higher read
throughput, even when using 512-bit vector registers. This is be-
cause the probing sequences are too short to benefit from vectoriza-
tion. It is faster to check the first few keys in a scalar fashion than
to setup the SIMD routine in this case. At LF 50 % and above, in low
SQR settings, we measure higher throughput with larger registers
on both Intel and on AMD. For example, at load factor 50% and
SQR 50% on Intel, 256-bit VLP is 1.19x faster than LP. However, for
SQR 100 %, VLP achieves only 0.76x of LP’s throughput. This is due
to the short average probing length of 1.5 at SQR 100%.

Doubling the vector register size does not double the perfor-
mance, but the AMDCPU benefits more from larger vector registers
than the Intel CPU. For example, at the high load factor 90 %, on
Intel, 128/256/512-bit VLP has 1.02x/1.16x/1.18x the performance of
SoA LP. On AMD, 128-bit VLP has 1.18x and 256-bit VLP has 1.84x
the performance of LP. For inserts, we find that on Intel, all vector
sizes perform similar, while on AMD, 256-bit VLP always outper-
forms 128-bit VLP, and 128-bit VLP outperforms LP. In general, we
advise to always use the largest supported register size.

ARM. On ARM SVE, which has 512-bit registers, we find simi-
lar behavior to Intel’s 512-bit registers. For load factor 70 %, SVE
outperforms linear probing for SQR 50 % and below. For load factor
90 %, linear probing is only better for SQR 100%. At 0 % SQR and
SQR 25%, we find performance gains of 1.74x and 1.59x respectively,
compared to the LP baseline. Averaged across all SQRs, SVE is 1.32x
and 1.5x faster than NEON for LFs 70% and 90%. For inserts, we
find that NEON performs better until LF 70 %, and SVE has higher
performance for inserts to LF 90 %.

Similar to Intel, 512-bit SVE does not quadruple the performance
of 128-bit NEON. First, the SVE algorithm is slightly more compli-
cated. For example, we need to recreate the index vector required
to extract the match each time the find function is called. Second,
the A64FX is made for HPC operations, i.e., the SVE instructions
that we use, such as CMPEQ, INDEX, and BRKA, have a high latency
and low throughput [26].

Power. As Power only supports 128-bit vector registers, VLP
does not provide good performance for 64-bit keys.

Discussion. VLP with 128-bit registers on 64-bit keys does not
improve insert and lookup performance compared to regular linear
probing, due to the small degree of parallelism and the additional
algorithmic overhead. To improve VLP, (1) we need to reduce the
two random memory loads per probe, (2) we need to increase our
degree of parallelism to meaningfully use 128-bit registers and
compensate for the algorithmic overhead, and (3) we should become
independent of the key data type to not depend on, e.g., whether
we use 32-bit or 64-bit keys.

4.4 Vectorized Fingerprinting
As VLP does not achieve higher performance than its scalar coun-
terpart, we show the impact of adding vectorized fingerprints (VFP).
The VFP algorithm stores 8- or 16-bit fingerprints and compares
the fingerprints using vector instructions. This enables a higher
degree of parallelism independent of the key data type and allows
to define a fingerprint as invalid, such that we avoid unnecessary
random memory access.
4.4.1 Implementation Choices. Similar to VLP, we find that the
TEST variant of VFP always performs equivalent or better than the
NOTEST variant. Following Bronson and Shi [21], we use branching
hints, assuming that fingerprint clashes are unlikely.

x86. AVX-512 provides simpler masks than SSE/AVX2 when
resolving hash collision. For 8-bit fingerprints, using AVX-512 to
address 256-bit registers has 1.05x higher throughput on average.
For smaller load factors, this number increases, e.g., for LF 25%,
there is a 1.09x speedup. We use AVX-512 on Intel for VFP.

ARM and Power. For ARM NEON and Power, we propose a
vectorized iterator and a scalar iterator, which operates on a simu-
lated movemask that x86 offers natively. The simulated movemask
is 1.17x and 1.11x faster on ARM and Power. This is different to VLP,
where UMINV was the best approach. This is because the overhead
of iterating is very small, as it just consists of bit manipulations.

4.4.2 Fingerprints. One approach to determine the fingerprint is
to take the LSBs of the hash for both the slot and the fingerprint,
meaning that fingerprints are correlated with the index (LSBLSB).
Another approach is to use the MSBs of the hash for the fingerprints
(LSBMSB). For hash functions such as MS that do not require a
finalizer, there are no additional bits we can use. For MS-style
hashing, before the final shift, we take the LSBs that get shifted
out. This gives us additional entropy for the fingerprint, while
maintaining a true MS hash function for the index itself. Using
these bits increases the throughput significantly. If we use 128-
bit registers, LF 70 %, and 8-bit fingerprints, we obtain an average
speedup of 1.34x across all systems. On all load factors, the speedup
peaks at SQR 0%. At LF 70 and SQR 0%, we measure a peak speedup
of 1.72x. For 16-bit fingerprints, we obtain similar speedups.
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Figure 6: Performance of VFP depending on fingerprint /
vector register size.

To understand why LSBMSB fingerprints are effective, consider
the probing length. For LF 70 % and with LSBLSB fingerprints, we
compare 17.23 fingerprints per find on average. During these probes,
we encounter 0.53 collisions per find operation. If we switch to LS-
BMSB, we encounter only 0.03 collisions per find operation on
average. This means we have to do less work, i.e., constructing an
iterator and iterating over all matches. The speedup grows with
lower SQRs, because lower SQRs imply longer probe sequences. In
longer probe sequences, there is more potential for fingerprint colli-
sion. We experimentally confirm this, as for SQR 0%, the difference
in collisions between LSBLSB and LSBMSB is largest.

This also holds for 16-bit fingerprints. Even though the finger-
print itself is larger, it is correlated with the index. Hence 16-bit
fingerprints cannot provide any advantage over 8-bit fingerprints
without using LSBMSB fingerprints. When using LSBMSB finger-
prints instead, 16-bit fingerprints can utilize their larger number
space and thereby reduce the collisions per find to 0.00008, com-
pared to 0.03 for 8-bit fingerprints.

4.4.3 Vector Register/Fingerprint Size. Having optimized some as-
pects of the VFP algorithm, we now discuss the interdependencies
of vector register size and fingerprint size. In Figure 6, we show the
throughput of 8-bit and 16-bit fingerprints depending on the regis-
ter size on Intel and ARM. Other systems follow similar patterns.

Vector Register Size. Keeping the fingerprint size constant, on
Intel, we find that for the low load factor 25%, the smaller vector
registers have higher read throughput than larger vector registers.
This is because the larger vector instructions are more expensive,
but not required, as the probe sequences are very short. For LFs 70 %
and 90%, larger vector registers perform better than the smaller.
For LF 90 %, on Intel, 512-bit registers outperform 256-bit registers
for 8-bit/16-bit fingerprints by 1.02x/1.14x and 128-bit registers
by 1.16x/1.33x. On AMD, 256-bit registers outperform the 128-bit
registers by 1.14x/1.16x because they shorten the number of vector
probes. For inserts, we find that 128-bit registers performs best for
all LFs except 90 %, where 256-bit registers performs better. 512-bit
registers always have a lower insert throughput because the lookup
preceding the insert performs worse for short sequences.

For ARM, we find similar behavior to x86. NEON outperforms
SVE for low load factors and SVE is better for high load factors. For
inserts, NEON always performs better than SVE.

Fingerprint Size. Keeping the vector size fixed, for load factors
70 % and 90%, 8-bit fingerprints outperform 16-bit fingerprints on

all systems. At load factor 90 %, averaged across all SQRs, they
provide a 1.11x, 1.21x, 1.3x, and 1.19x higher throughput than 16-
bit fingerprints, on Intel (512-bit), AMD (256-bit), ARM (512-bit),
and Power, respectively. Increasing the fingerprint size to 16-bit
exponentially decreases the chance of collision, but also halves
our degree of parallelism. Let us consider load factor 90 % at SQR
0%. Using 128-bit registers and 8-bit fingerprints, we perform 3.96
vectorized comparisons per find operation and resolve 0.24 conflicts
on average. Using 16-bit fingerprints, we perform 7.09 vector probes
per find, and resolve 0.0008 conflicts on average per find. We see
that (a) while 16-bit fingerprints reduce the number of collisions
per find to a very low number, even with 8-bit fingerprints, we have
a conflict only in every fourth find operation. With that in mind, (b)
as the number of collisions with 8-bit fingerprints is already low,
and as collision resolution is not very expensive, the doubled degree
of parallelism of 8-bit fingerprints and therefore the reduction of
7.09 probes per find to 3.96 probes per find explain why 16-bit
fingerprints perform worse than 8-bit fingerprints.

For the lower load factors 25 % and 50%, on ARM, 8-bit finger-
prints always perform noticeably better than 16-bit fingerprints. On
x86, sometimes, 16-bit fingerprints outperform 8-bit fingerprints in
low load factor/low SQR scenarios, but only marginally.

For inserts, we find that on both x86 systems and Power, keeping
the vector register size fixed, 16-bit fingerprints perform slightly
better. On ARM, 8-bit fingerprints perform slightly better. However,
these differences are minor. Overall, we suggest using 8-bit finger-
prints for VFP, as it outperforms 16-bit fingerprints consistently for
high load factors on all systems, and is only rarely outperformed
by 16-bit fingerprints in read throughput.

Scalar Schemes. On x86 and Power, VFP consistently performs
better than all scalar hashing schemes for LFs 70 % and 90 %, except
for LF 70 % and SQR 100 %. While VLP was not able to outperform
LP in most cases, VFP outperforms scalar schemes even with 128-
bit registers (see Figure 8 for an overview). On ARM, we find that
VFP improves upon LP at LF 90 %, but performs on par with robin
hood hashing, even when using SVE. At LF 90 %, VFP has a 2.27x,
2.35x, 1.35x, and 2.18x higher throughput than the LP baseline, on
Intel, AMD, ARM, and Power, respectively. Power strongly benefits
from SIMD instructions. It only has a 128-bit vector register size
but reaches an average read throughput of 17.72MOps/s, while
the Intel CPU, which has 512-bit registers, reaches 18.23MOps/s.
For smaller load factors (50 % and below), scalar hashing schemes
are still superior. While VFP’s insert performance stays consistent
for all LFs, the insert performance of the scalar tables strongly
depends on the load factor. For LF 90 %, VFP’s insert performance
is higher than RH and LP, but for all other load factors, VFP’s insert
performance is lower on most systems.

Discussion. VFP outperforms scalar tables mostly in high load
factor settings. We emphasize that different systems benefit from
SIMD instructions differently. Although the vector registers of the
Power machine are four times smaller than those of the Intel ma-
chine, Power achieves a similar relative speedup and just slightly
lower absolute throughput. This shows that we cannot transfer x86-
specific insights to any CPU and just expect them to hold there. If
one were to evaluate the benefits of vectorized hashing with 128-bit
registers only on x86, the conclusion would be not to use vectoriza-
tion, while an evaluation on Power would lead to the conclusion to
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Figure 7: Performance of BBC depending on fingerprint /
vector register size.

use vectorization. We evaluate the bucket-based comparison (BBC)
hashing scheme next, which avoids unaligned loads, increases data
locality, and makes the implementation more compact.

4.5 Bucket-Based Comparison
For BBC, similar to VFP, we verify that the TEST variant performs
better than NOTEST. We always use LSBMSB fingerprinting, likely
hints, AVX-512 on Intel, and scalar iterators on Power and NEON.

4.5.1 Bucket Size/Fingerprint Size. We investigate which combi-
nation of vector register size (bucket size), and fingerprint size
performs best. For Intel and ARM, the results are shown in Figure 7.
Other systems follow similar patterns.

Vector Register Size. If we keep the fingerprint size constant,
we achieve similar results as for VFP, i.e., for lower load factors,
smaller registers are better, while larger registers perform better
with higher LFs. For LF 25 %, Intel x86, and 8-bit fingerprints, 128-bit
registers have higher read throughput than 256-bit (1.02x) and 512-
bit (1.19x). For load factor 70 %, 256-bit registers perform better than
128-bit (1.04x) and 128-bit perform better than 512-bit (1.11x). For
load factor 90 %, the 512-bit vector registers perform best. On ARM,
SVE performs better than NEON for LF 90%, Regarding inserts,
on Intel, the 512-bit registers are only better for LF 90 %, while on
AMD, the 256-bit registers consistently outperform 128-bit.

Fingerprint Size. For a constant vector register size, the result
is not as clear as for VFP. For LF 90% on x86, 8-bit fingerprints
are still preferable to 16-bit fingerprints. On average, on Intel x86
and 128-bit registers, 8-bit fingerprints are 1.25x faster than 16-bit
fingerprints. On AMD x86, they are 1.1x faster. This is because
at this load factor, 8-bit fingerprints reduce the average number
of probed buckets from 3.71 to 2.29, as the buckets contain more
fingerprints. While the number of collisions per find is nearly zero
for 16-bit, we find that for 8-bit, it is 0.12. However, fewer collisions
on 16-bit fingerprints are counterbalanced by the fact that the
number of followed overflows per find increases when switching
from 8-bit to 16-bit from 1.29 to 2.71. Overall, collision resolution is
cheaper than following overflows, because when accessing the next
bucket, we have to construct another iterator and perform another
load. Hence, the larger buckets we get from 8-bit fingerprints are
preferable over fewer collisions we get from 16-bit fingerprints.

For smaller LFs, we find that 16-bit fingerprints perform better
than 8-bit fingerprints. At these LFs, the buckets overflow less
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Figure 8: Performance of BBC (8-bit and 16-bit fingerprints)
and VFP (8-bit FPs), linear probing (AoS), robin hood (recal-
culating), and chained hashing (16-bit FP budget). We show
the largest available register size.

frequently, even when using 16-bit fingerprints. This enables us to
benefit from fewer collisions. For example, at LF 50 %, with 128-bit
registers and 16-bit fingerprints, only 2.32 % of all buckets overflow.
The larger 16-bit fingerprints can thus improve performance by
reducing the number of collisions. For inserts, like VFP, 16-bit
fingerprints perform better on all systems.

Overall, there is no one-fits-all fingerprint. While 16-bit finger-
prints perform better for smaller LFs and for inserts, they also
require double the amount of memory for the fingerprints. In the
following, we either show both 8-bit and 16-bit BBC, or only 8-bit
BBC, as it is the memory-friendlier option.

4.5.2 Comparison to VFP and Scalar Tables. We compare BBC to
VFP, linear probing, chained hashing, and robin hood hashing on
all systems in Figure 8. For chained hashing, we include 16-bit
fingerprints in the budget calculation. BBC improves upon VFP
in almost all scenarios. For LF 70%, BBC with 8-bit fingerprints
provides a 1.5x, 1.46x, 2.06x, and 1.26x higher read throughput than
VFP, for Intel x86, AMD x86, the A64FX, and Power, respectively.
For the very high LF 90%, the performance gap between BBC and
VFP becomes smaller. BBC has a 1.29x, 1.19x, and 1.63x higher
throughput than VFP, on Intel, AMD, and the A64FX. On Power,
it achieves only 0.95x of VFP throughput. Power does not have a
movemask instruction, so the high number of mask-iterators that
are created impact performance. The BBC insert performance is
consistently higher than the VFP insert performance for all LFs.

Most notably, BBC significantly improves the read performance
of VFP for the smaller LFs 50 % and 25 %. At LF 50 %, BBC with 8-bit
fingerprints has a 1.59x, 1.5x, 2.13x, and 1.32x higher throughput
than VFP on Intel x86, AMD x86, the A64FX, and Power. For lower
SQRs, BBC has a better performance than scalar hashing schemes,
which VFP does not. Across all systems, for LF 50%, 8-bit BBC is
1.39x faster than AoS LP and 1.37x faster than chaining. For LF
70 %, these numbers increase to 2.28x (AoS LP) and 3.88x (chaining),
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Figure 9: 8-bit BBC and LP (AoS) with integer and string keys.

and for LF 90%, the improvement is even higher. Similar to VFP,
Intel and Power have comparable speedups, despite Intel’s four
times larger registers. Also similar to VFP, we see that BBC’s insert
performance stays almost consistent across all LFs. The insert per-
formance of scalar tables is skewed towards low LFs due to shorter
sequences, which is why they exceed BBC for LF < 50 % but perform
worse with higher load factors.

BBC performs better than VFP because (a) BBC ensures that
the first load is aligned instead of unaligned, which is especially
noticeable in low LF scenarios where we often only perform a single
load, (b)we only have to perform a single comparison and not check
for any invalid fingerprints in BBC, and (c) because the overflow
logic allows us to terminate earlier than in VFP in some cases, if the
bucket is full, but did not overflow. Both in BBC and VFP, compared
to scalar hashing schemes, we can abort earlier due to the check
if there has been any match in the bucket with the TEST variant.
For low SQR scenarios, BBC performs only one comparison per
bucket, whereas VFP needs to check for invalid fingerprints, which
is unsuccessful for the first vectors. To summarize, BBC increases
VFP performance for both high and low load factors and therefore
provides a good general-purpose hashing scheme.

After establishing the baseline performance of the vectorized
and scalar hashing schemes, we focus on different setups to show
the performance variance and robustness of the individual designs.
To this end, we first compare integer with string keys, and then
investigate large payloads, skewed workloads, and multithreading.

4.6 String Keys
Storing strings and non-fixed sized values is an important feature
for hash tables. When using strings instead of integers, we face
two challenges. First, while we can store integer keys inline, strings
are represented as pointers to heap memory, due to their variable
length. This implies that looking up a string key requires a random
memory access. Second, there is no assembly string comparison
instruction. String comparison is usually implemented in standard-
library functions, such as std::strcmp. For string keys, we use
the xxHash hash function instead of multiply-hashing because it
supports hashing of variable-length data.

We compare linear probing (AoS) and BBC for both integer and
string keys. The results for AMD and Power are shown in Figure 9.
Other systems have similar patterns.We show the results for integer
keys using xxHash as well, to isolate the effects of string keys. For
LP, in each probing step, we perform a string comparison, while for
BBC, we only do a string comparison if we have a fingerprint match.
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Figure 10: Performance of AoS LP, 8-bit BBC, and Chained
Hashing (8-bit fingerprint budget) for 32B values, stored
inline (+Inl) or as pointers (+Ptr).

This means that for SQR 0%, BBC performs a string comparison
only if there is a random fingerprint collision. Hence, the lower
the SQR, the more the BBC string performance approaches the
BBC integer performance. For load factor 70 %, AMD x86, and BBC,
integer keys have a 1.5x, 2.5x, and 3.02x higher throughput for
SQRs 0%, 50 %, and 100%. For LP we find that the gap between
integers and strings does not get smaller for lower SQRs. It even
increases for higher SQRs for both LP and BBC, because compared
to integer keys, we perform another random memory access to
lookup the string, which becomes the bottleneck in high SQRs
scenarios. This is also why BBC string performance approaches LP
string performance for SQR 100%. For inserts, string performance
is lower than integer performance due to the string comparison
overhead, but the relative trend does not change.

For string keys, with the example of AMD x86 and load factor
70 %, BBC is 6.04x faster than LP for SQR 0%, but only 1.07x faster
for SQR 100 %. Vectorized hashing schemes provide a much higher
throughput than scalar hashing schemes especially for lower SQRs.
For lower SQRs, BBC achieves almost integer key performance.
For very high SQRs, random memory access to the strings is the
bottleneck, i.e., BBC and LP performance converge.

4.7 Large Payloads
In the previous sections, we use 64-bit integer values. In join work-
loads, tuples are often larger than 8 B [10]. We benchmark the
hashing schemes using 32 B payloads. For larger values, it is impor-
tant to differentiate whether the hash table stores the values inline
(flat layout) or pointers to values (node layout). We compare both
approaches on Intel and ARM in Figure 10. Other systems follow
similar patterns. When considering larger payloads (e.g., 128 B), the
observed effects amplify for the inline setting, and node layout size
stays consistent, as the pointers are always of the same size.

4.7.1 Flat Layout. The open addressing schemes allocate memory
for all slots, even though not all slots will be filled. The chained
hash table is able to allocate a buffer with the exact required size,
and use the rest of the memory for the dictionary.

For load factors 25 % and 50 %, chained hashing has 1.48x and
1.38x higher performance than BBC, averaged over all systems.
However, with LF 70%, chained hashing has similar performance
to BBC, which drops to around 20% of BBC’s performance for
LF 90%. This is because the lower the load factor, the higher the
over-allocation of open addressing. For higher load factors, chained
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Figure 11: Lookup performance with Zipfian distribution.

hashing has to allocate more memory to the buffer, and hence
cannot utilize the larger directory. For LF 25%, the chained table
increases the directory to hold 229 entries, which explains the high
performance at lower load factors. This is also noticeable for inserts,
where for all LFs except 90 %, chained hashing performs best and
then significantly drops below the others for 90 %.

When using 32 B payloads, we find a larger absolute performance
discrepancy between small and large values for lower load factors
than for high load factors. For example, on Intel, at LF 25% using
linear probing, small values have an 1.23x higher throughput on
average than larger values, equal to a difference of 8.6MOps/s. At
LF 90%, they have a 1.24x higher average throughput, which is,
however, equivalent to only 1.6MOps/s, as the bottleneck shifts
from memory to compute for probing. For BBC, similarly to string
keys, we observe that the lower the SQR, the closer the large value
performance gets to small value performance. This is because we
do not actually have to touch and load the large values for non-
matches in BBC, unlike AoS LP that iterates through the values, no
matter whether there is a match.

4.7.2 Node Layout. In a node layout, we avoid the over-allocation
of memory in open addressing schemes. The values may already
reside in a buffer, such that we can store pointers into this buffer.

The open addressing schemes outperform the chained hash table
for LFs 50 % and above. For LF 50 %, BBC is 1.23x faster than chained,
for LF 70 %, it achieves 5.81x. The chained table cannot fit all items
into the memory budget at LF 90 %.

We compare the node layout to the flat layout on BBC. For
lookups, BBC clearly prefers inline values on Intel. For the A64FX,
inline is not better as clearly as on Intel. We find that pointer insert
performance is always higher than inline insert performance. Point-
ers have a 1.98x and 1.36x higher insert throughput on Intel x86
and the A64FX, for inserts to LF 90 %. Furthermore, storing values
inline requires more memory and hence the node layout should be
considered for large values.

4.8 Skewed Workloads
In this experiment, the successful and unsuccessful keys are sam-
pled from a Zipfian distribution with 𝛼 = 1.5 instead of uniformly at
random. This means that some keys are very frequently requested,
while others are only rarely. The results for Intel are shown in Fig-
ure 11. Other systems follow similar patterns.

Performance under the Zipfian distribution is higher than under
uniform distribution due to caching. On average, for BBC and LF
90%, Zipfian performance is 5.84x higher. For SQR 100%, LP is
the best scheme, but for lower SQRs, BBC is the best scheme on
all systems. Additionally, at SQR 0%, BBC performance increases
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Figure 12: Insert (LF 90%) and lookup (SQR 50%) performance
depending on the thread count.

more than with a uniform distribution. To ensure correct SQRs, we
sample from two distributions. This results in a slight bias towards
SQRs 0% and 100%, as they sample from only one distribution.
Regardless of this, we see that caching benefits all load factors and
SQRs. Overall, for very high SQRs, under Zipfian distribution, LP
should be used; otherwise, BBC works well on all systems.

4.9 Multithreading
In our final experiment, we use 𝑛 > 1 threads. Each thread operates
on a hash map of size 227/𝑛, fills it to the load factor, and queries it
with the respective SQR. We show the overall throughput for SQR
50% in Figure 12 and mention other SQRs below.

For lookups, we find that on x86 and ARM, BBC almost always
performs best. On Intel, in the single-thread setting at LF 90 %, BBC
is 2.93x and 1.16x faster than LP and VFP. Averaged over all thread
counts, we obtain similar speedups of 3.02x and 1.08x. The relative
benefit of BBC is independent of the thread count. On Power, the
advantage of VFP over BBC at LF 90 % is amplified. With one thread,
VFP is 1.07x faster than BBC, but averaged over all threads, VFP
is 1.49x faster. We attribute this again to Power’s high overhead
of movemask creation in combination with the high increase in
bucket overflows at LF 90 %. For all thread counts, it holds that for
very low SQRs, the benefit of vectorization is higher, and for very
high SQRs, LP performance approaches BBC performance. Last, for
inserts to LF 90%, BBC resp. VFP outperform scalar schemes, but
for inserts to smaller LFs, scalar schemes perform better. Different
SQRs shift the results in favor of vectorization (lower SQRs) or
scalar (higher SQRs) due to the shorter probing sequences. For SQR
100 %, on Intel and averaged over all thread counts, the speedup of
BBC over LP is 1.65x. For SQR 0%, we obtain a speedup of 4.74x.

5 DISCUSSION
In this section, we present key takeaways from our benchmarks of
the scalar and vectorized hashing schemes.



Figure 13: Decision guide for hashing scheme selection.

(1) Vectorized Hashing > Scalar Hashing: For high LF scenarios,
platforms benefit from vectorized hashing with BBC, compared
to scalar hashing schemes. Naive vectorization such as VLP does
not perform well, which shows that vectorization requires care-
ful consideration and re-design of existing approaches. In Fig-
ure 13, we give a decision guide to decide which hashing scheme
to use based on the workload. We recommend BBC for most
high LF read scenarios, with exceptions for uniform distribution
on Power, and 100 % SQR on ARM. Throughput all experiments,
we observe that BBC is a very robust choice, while LP varies
more and should be chosen only if the workload characteristics
are known and suitable for LP.

(2) Differences between Platforms: The relative performance
speedups of vectorization differ between platforms. For ex-
ample, for both VFP and BBC, Power has the same relative
performance improvement with 128-bit registers as Intel has
x86 with 512-bit registers, despite a four times lower degree of
parallelism. It is challenging to draw general conclusions about
the efficiency of vectorization by evaluating a single platform.

(3) Memory Budget: The performance of hash tables must al-
ways be considered together with memory consumption, as
most hashing schemes converge towards perfect hashing given
enoughmemory. Our evaluation shows that vectorized schemes
outperform scalar ones for high load factors, striking a balance
between performance and memory consumption. But they of-
ten perform worse with low load factors due to more complex
lookup logic. Thus, vectorized schemes should only be chosen
given limited memory resources.

(4) Engineering Overhead: The hashing schemes need to be
optimized for each platform at hand, and the algorithm design
varies between platforms. For example on SVE, creating the
index vector per probe instead of per find operation massively
degraded performance. This leads to a big engineering overhead
during initial development, where an in-depth understanding
of each platform is necessary. When developing for a single
system, the abstractions can be optimized towards that system.
Finding the best level of abstraction over multiple architectures
is difficult, as seen on the example on movemasks, which are
natively supported by x86, but very expensive on Power. Our
SIMD abstraction layer alone consists of over 2 000 LOC with
many metaprogramming and preprocessor statements to check
for available hardware.

(5) Vector Register Size: For VLP, larger registers lead to better
performance. For VFP and BBC, the largest register does not
always perform best, e.g., with low load factors, SSE performs
better than AVX-512. We still advise to use the largest available
register for better performance with high load factors.

(6) Fingerprints: For VFP, using 8-bit fingerprints always per-
forms best. For BBC, 16-bit fingerprints perform a little better

for low to medium load factors, but require more memory. It is
important to carefully think about how to obtain the fingerprint,
depending on the hash function, i.e., do not overlap the bits
that define the index with the bits that define the fingerprint.

(7) Implementation Details:When extracting matches from a
movemask, it is beneficial to check whether there has been any
match (TEST). For iterating over multiple matches on ARM and
Power, which do not natively support movemasks, simulating a
movemask instead of working with a native vectorized iterator
performs better. Pre-initialization of re-used vector registers
(e.g., index vectors) is important, especially on the A64FX, as the
SVE instructions to generate these vectors are very expensive.

6 RELATEDWORK
We build upon previous research in the area of hash tables, hash
joins, and platform-aware computing.

Hash Tables. Richter et al. [66] conduct an analysis of scalar
hashing schemes and derive a decision guide that focuses on the
workload at hand. They implement a variant of VLP on AVX2. Poly-
chroniou et al. [65] differentiate horizontal and vertical vectoriza-
tion. Vertical vectorization looks up multiple keys in parallel, which
requires scatter/gather operations and bulk inserts/lookups. Hori-
zontal vectorization serves as a drop-in replacement for scalar hash
tables. Pietrzyk et al. [63] implement a conflict detection-aware ver-
sion of vertical VLP. Behrens et al. [13] use OpenCL to implement
vertical VFP. Meta’s F14 [20, 21] and Google’s Abseil containers [28]
are industry implementations of BBC using SSE/NEON.

Hash Joins. Hash joins have been researched intensively as
they outperform sort-merge joins [7, 37]. Most works discuss how
to parallelize the join [8–11, 40, 55, 64, 69]. As all strategies benefit
from a faster hash table, our work is orthogonal to this research.

Platform-Aware Computing. Several works have shown the
benefits of adapting applications to the underlying platform, e.g., by
using SIMD [41, 44, 45, 57]. IBM Power systems are used in previous
work, as they integrate well with various accelerators [49–51]. Bari
et al. [12] find that A64FX single-thread performance is low, in
line with our findings. The A64FX performs well on finely-tuned,
multi-threaded HPC workloads [1, 15, 22, 47].

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we compare three different approaches to vector-
ized hashing and implement them on three architectures with six
different vector ISAs. We perform an exhaustive benchmark set,
varying parameters such as load factor and successful query rate,
and show the impact of various algorithmic and system-specific
tuning knobs. We show that the BBC hashing scheme provides
a good general-purpose hashing scheme that outperforms scalar
linear probing often by over 2x, reaching over 6x for string keys.
We discuss our findings and make our implementation available to
improve the understanding of adapting key database components
to increasingly heterogeneous environments.
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